
  

 

Abstract—This study reports on an empirical analysis of the 

relationship between EFL learners’ motivation variables and 

other variables of their uptake of computer-assisted language 

learning (CALL) with the application of the Technology 

Acceptance Model (TAM). Data were collected from 533 high 

school students in southern Taiwan through a questionnaire 

survey, and were analyzed through descriptive statistics and 

structural equation modeling (SEM). The results of the 

descriptive statistics revealed that participants were highly 

satisfied with the use of CALL. According to the SEM results, 

five of the eight proposed research hypotheses were supported: 

extrinsic and intrinsic motivation were both found to 

significantly affect perceived ease of use; however, the effect of 

extrinsic motivation was negative. In contrast, neither of these 

two motivation variables were significant to perceived 

usefulness. Perceived ease of use had a significant influence on 

perceived usefulness. Regarding how perceived ease of use and 

perceived usefulness affected the participants’ attitude toward 

CALL, perceived usefulness was significant, while perceived 

ease of use was not. The participants’ attitude was further 

discovered to significantly affect their satisfaction with CALL. 

The SEM analysis also revealed that some indirect effects might 

exist in the proposed model. The Sobel Test confirmed the roles 

that perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness played as 

mediators in the model. 

 

Index Terms—Extrinsic motivation, intrinsic motivation, 

computer-assisted language learning, technology acceptance 

model, EFL learning. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Along with the development of modern technology, the 

computer has become an important tool for students to 

acquire knowledge [1]. Teachers are also looking for 

innovative channels (e.g., information communication 

technology [ICT]) to engage students in instruction in 

meaningful ways [2]. English as a foreign language (EFL) 

education is no exception. ICT can be made beneficial to 

foreign language learning through creative pedagogy [3]. 

With a growing reliance on technologies, understanding 

factors affecting the user’s acceptance of them is vital [4]. The 

functionalities of technologies will not be meaningful if 

teachers and students do not accept them in teaching and 

learning [5], [6]. Therefore, the individual’s acceptance of a 

particular technology in an educational setting has attracted 
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considerable attention in academia.  

Regarding EFL education, learner motivation is one of the 

most significant factors for their attainment of English 

[7]-[11]. Although several pertinent studies examine 

motivation in language learning [12], little is known about the 

association of the individual learner’s motivation and his/her 

acceptance of technology [13], particularly when the EFL 

learner’s motivation factors are considered precedent 

variables in a robust framework applicable in the 

computer-assisted language learning (CALL) context. 

As Lamb [14] and Li [15] posit, motivation is significantly 

influenced by contextual features. The present study therefore 

aims to adopt the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) with 

motivational factors as external variables to examine the 

structural relationships between acceptance of technology and 

learner motivation. Two research questions are to be 

addressed: 

1) What is the structural model with motivation factors for 

EFL learners’ acceptance of technology for CALL? 

2) How are EFL learners’ motivation factors associated 

with other variables in TAM? 

In order to answer the abovementioned questions, a review 

of pertinent studies on intrinsic/extrinsic motivation and 

TAM is presented. Consequently, an extended TAM with 

motivational variables is proposed. Having performed 

structural equation modeling, the results of hypotheses’ 

testing are discussed. Limitations and suggestions for future 

work are then identified in the conclusion. 

 

II. BACKGROUND 

With the advent of the digital era, technologies have played 

a vital role in various aspects of learning including language 

learning. Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL) 

thus attracted many scholars’ attention because many of them 

posited that computers may benefit EFL learners of different 

learning styles. However, any instruction will not work 

without learners’ acceptance. When exploring the application 

of technologies in educational settings, the theoretical 

framework of Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [16] 

has always been adopted by empirical studies. Two basic 

constructs of TAM are Perceived usefulness (PU) and 

perceived ease of use (PEU) [17]. Perceived usefulness 

represents a person's thoughts on to what extent technologies 

can be beneficial for their learning, and perceived ease of use 

represents learners’ required efforts to successfully apply 

technologies in learning. According to previous work of TAM, 

PU and PEU will affect an individual’s attitude of using 
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technologies in learning and his/her continuing use [18]. This 

research project aims to explore learners’ motivation as the 

external variable of TAM and understand the structural 

relationship between motivation and the usefulness and ease 

of use of English learning platform as well as the rest of 

variables of TAM. 

As Ryan and Deci [19] indicate, motivation concerns all 

aspects of action and intention, and thus is highly valued in the 

fields of psychology and education. In the past three decades, 

more than 800 empirical works have been conducted to 

explore how an individual's intrinsic and extrinsic motivation 

affects behavior [20]. Motivation is defined by the present 

study as an individual learner’s drive to learn the subject 

matter, which has always been acknowledged as a critical 

factor in learning [21], especially within the context of 

e-learning [22] and learning a second/foreign language [23], 

[24]. Nevertheless, motivation has not received enough 

attention in empirical studies of e-learning [25]. Two types of 

motivation—namely, intrinsic and extrinsic motivation—can 

engender an individual’s final behavior [26]. In this paper, the 

intrinsic-extrinsic dichotomy is considered to be 

interchangeable with the integrative-instrumental one 

proposed by Eccles and Wigfield [27], Gardner [28], and 

Schmidt et al. [29].  

An activity is generally considered to be intrinsically 

motivating if external reward is not necessary for learners to 

initiate and continue that activity [30]. Intrinsic motivation 

has been argued as the prime determinant in the participation 

of any activity [31]. Furthermore, it has been suggested by 

Bates [32] that the differences between extrinsic and intrinsic 

motivation should be identified for effective instructional 

design. The present research investigated both intrinsic and 

extrinsic motivation at the same time, since some EFL 

learners may be motivated by both simultaneously [33]. 

In the past years, more and more EFL programs have 

become administered through computers and ICT to enhance 

learning [34]. As there is a growing demand for e-learning, 

the need for empirical evidence on potential factors affecting 

the effectiveness of such courses is warranted [35]. The 

theoretical framework of the current research, as suggested by 

prior studies [36-37], is TAM, which is used to explore EFL 

learners’ acceptance of technology in language learning, 

previous academic works have reported that PU and PEU of 

technology did affect EFL learners’ attitudes toward using it 

(see [38]). Nevertheless, further exploration on the external 

variables, which may influence PU and/or PEU, is needed 

[39]. 

 

III. PROCEDURE FOR PAPER SUBMISSION 

A. Proposed Model and Research Hypotheses 

Based on the reviewed literature, this study used intrinsic 

and extrinsic motivation as determinants of TAM to examine 

the structural relationships. Davis et al. [40] integrated 

intrinsic and extrinsic motivation into TAM and discovered 

significant associations with PEU and PU, because people 

adopt technology for either its enjoyment or its usefulness 

[41]. Such results inspired other scholars [42] to follow up 

and conduct similar research, whereby the results seemed to 

be mixed. Therefore, the present study is based on the 

following hypotheses: 

H1. EFL learners' extrinsic motivation for EFL learning has 

a significant effect on PU of CALL. 

H2. EFL learners' intrinsic motivation for EFL learning has 

a significant effect on PU of CALL. 

H3. EFL learners' extrinsic motivation for EFL learning has 

a significant effect on PEU of CALL. 

H4. EFL learners' intrinsic motivation for EFL learning has 

a significant effect on PEU of CALL.  

Concerning other variables of TAM, previous studies have 

suggested that PEU may significantly influence PU [43]; 

however, Saadé and Bahli [44] as well as Sánchez and Hueros 

[6] did not find support for such a claim. Thus, the present 

research proposes further hypotheses on the effect of PEU on 

PU, and both of these on attitudes towards CALL, formulated 

as follows: 

H5. EFL learners' PEU has a significant effect on the PU of 

CALL. 

H6. PEU has a positive effect on attitude towards using 

CALL. 

H7. PU has a positive effect on attitude towards using 

CALL.  

In the end, the present study would like to examine the 

relationship between EFL learners' attitudes towards using 

CALL and their satisfaction. In this study, the term 

satisfaction is defined as the extent to which EFL learners’ 

belief that CALL is able to meet their needs is decisive to their 

continued usage [45]. Prior studies [46], [47] have postulated 

that an individual’s perception of the quality of a system is 

positively correlated with his/her satisfaction. This has led us 

to propose also the following hypothesis: 

H8. EFL learners’ attitude toward CALL has a positive 

influence on user satisfaction. 

B. Research Context 

The CALL program adopted by the present study was 

MyET 

(http://www.myet.com/MyETWeb/PersonalizedPage.aspx), 

a commercial program for EFL learning financed by National 

Kaohsiung University of Hospitality and Tourism. The use of 

MyET was a complementary mode of learning for the 

traditional face-to-face EFL teaching that began in September 

2014 for a period of four months. The survey was undertaken 

in mid-December of 2014.  

C. Participants and Instrumentation 

Random sampling was adopted to recruit 796 students from 

the hospitality program from twenty high schools in Taiwan. 

In the end, a total of 533 participants completed the research 

process. Participation in the study was entirely voluntary and 

there were no punitive consequences for those who decided to 

drop out. 

Instruments from the TAM studies and motivational theory 

were chosen and adapted to the present research context. EFL 

learners' intrinsic/extrinsic motivation for English learning 

was measured with the Academic Motivation Scale developed 

by Vallerand (1997), which has been widely used worldwide. 

Three items were used to measure the participant's intrinsic 

motivation for EFL learning (example item: ―Because I 
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experience pleasure while learning English‖), while another 

three items were designed to evaluate his/her extrinsic 

motivation (example item: ―Because I think being fluent in 

English will help me get a better job in the future‖). 

To examine the participants' acceptance of the use of 

CALL for learning English, a scale was adopted from the 

work of Davis et al. [34] for this study: PEU (e.g., ―It is easy 

for me to operate the technology to learn English‖); PU (e.g., 

―Using ASR-based CAPT would enhance my learning 

English effectiveness‖); ATU (e.g., ―Learning English 

pronunciation via ASR-based CAPT is a positive idea‖); and 

Satisfaction (e.g., ―I am pretty satisfied with using technology 

to learn English‖). The questionnaire items were translated 

into Chinese for the participants' ease of comprehension, and 

the accuracy of translation was subsequently ensured by 

matching a back-translated version with the original. 

Furthermore, the wording was examined and modified by 

experts. All of their suggestions were reflected in the revised 

questionnaire.  

All of the questionnaire items were measured with a Likert 

7-point scale, where 1 = completely disagree and 7 = 

completely agree. Concerning the analytic process of 

examining the research instrument, descriptive statistics were 

used to analyze the mean and the standard deviation of each 

item, while exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was performed 

to extract appropriate items. Accordingly, confirmatory factor 

analysis (CFA) was used to partial out items that did not meet 

the requirements of reliability and validity.  

 

IV. RESULTS 

According to the two-step analytic procedure, the 

measurement model was firstly examined for the 

psychometric properties of parameters. Reliability, 

convergent validity, as well as discriminant validity of the 

research instrument were assured to obtain results with the 

desirable reliability and validity. Table I presents the 

descriptive statistics of questionnaire items, including the 

means and standard deviations of constructs. 
 

TABLE I: DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF CONSTRUCTS 

Construct Mean Standard Deviation 

EM 5.30 1.01 

IM 5.79  .99 

PEU 5.81  .92 

PU 5.31 1.09 

ATU 5.31 1.06 

SAT 6.07  .98  

 

From the information presented in Table I, it can be seen 

that participants of this study were keen to have a higher level 

of intrinsic motivation (M = 5.79). Extrinsic motivation was 

lower in intensity (M = 5.30) and had greater standard 

deviation than intrinsic motivation (SD = 1.01 and .99, 

respectively). PEU received the second highest mean score 

with the lowest standard deviation (M = 5.81, SD = .92), 

while PU and attitude (ATU) had the same mean score (M = 

5.31) and a similar standard deviation (SD = 1.09 and 1.06, 

respectively). Participants were satisfied with the CALL 

program, with the highest mean score (M = 6.07) and a low 

standard deviation (SD = .98). 

A. The Measurement Model 

Three psychometric properties of constructs should be 

examined for their convergent validity with factor loadings of 

each item, composite reliability (CR), and average variance 

extracted (AVE). All of the items have loading higher than .50, 

composite reliability of each construct is greater than .70, and 

the average variance extracted of most constructs is greater 

than .5 (with the exception of the construct of intrinsic 

motivation, which is slightly lower than .5). Nonetheless, the 

minimum acceptable AVE can be .3, as long as three of five 

constructs have AVE above .5, which indicates that the 

convergent validity of the constructs of the present study were 

acceptable to excellent. 
 

TABLE II: RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY OF ITEMS 

Construct Construct 

Code 

Item 

Loading 

AVE MSV ASV CR Cronbach 

α 

Extrinsic 

Motivation 

EMO1 .63 .51 .37 .09 .76 .75 

EMO2 .67      

EMO3 .73      

Intrinsic  

Motivation 

IMO1 .59 .45 .37 .09 .70 .67 

IMO2 .59      

IMO3 .50      

Perceived 

Ease of Use 

PEU1 .60 .58 .52 .23 .85 .85 

PEU2 .70      

PEU3 .62      

PEU4 .77      

Perceived 

Usefulness 

PU1 .72 .71 .68 .26 .92 .92 

PU2 .91      

PU3 .59      

PU4 .70      

PU5 .86      

Attitude 

toward 

Technology 

ATU1 .77 .72 .68 .24 .93 .93 

ATU2 .91      

ATU3 .90      

ATU4 .89      

ATU5 .56      

Satisfaction SAT1 .99 .75 .17 .08 .85 .85 

SAT2 .71      

 

Discriminant validity of all constructs should be assessed on the basis that the square root of the AVE of each construct 
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should be higher than the correlation of any other constructs 

in the model [48]. Likewise, AVE should also be higher than 

Maximum Shared Variance (MSV) and Average Shared 

Variance (ASV) [49], and the results show that the 

discriminant validity of all constructs is adequate. 

Information on reliability and validity are presented in Table 

II. 

B. The Structural Model 

The structural model depicts the relationships between the 

proposed constructs of the research model to test whether 

they meet the stringent standard of .05 level of significance 

on the appropriate path coefficient [49]. The structural model 

was assessed with a maximum likelihood estimation, using 

AMOS 18.0. As suggested, criteria such as the nonnormed fit 

index (NNFI), the comparative fit index (CFI), and the root 

mean squared approximation of error (RMSEA) should be 

reported to examine the goodness of fit of the proposed 

model. The present model had NNFI = .93, CFI = .95, and 

RMSEA = .06; moreover, CMIN/df = 2.70 confirmed the 

goodness of fit as it was less than the threshold of 3.0. 

After the goodness of model fit was ascertained, the 

analysis of the structural equation model was conducted. As 

shown in Fig. 1 and Table III, five of the eight proposed 

research hypotheses were supported. Extrinsic motivation 

and intrinsic motivation were both significant toward PEU 

(β= -.34 and .34, respectively) but not significant toward PU. 

The results indicate that the stronger EFL learners' extrinsic 

motivation and intrinsic motivation toward EFL learning, the 

stronger the effect of the PEU. Nevertheless, the 

insignificance of motivational variables toward PU was 

interesting.  

 

 
Fig. 1. A screenshot of MyET. 

 

Most variables in TAM had a significant relationship, 

except the one between PEU and ATU. Specifically, PEU 

had a significant effect on PU (β=.72, p < .001). The 

relationship between PU and ATU was also significant 

(β=.76, p < .001), as was that of ATU and satisfaction (SAT) 

(β=.32, p < .001).  

Furthermore, results of SEM indicated possible indirect 

effects in the model. EM and IM seemed to have an indirect 

effect on PU through PEU as the mediator. In the same vein, 

PEU also had indirect effect on ATU through PU as the 

mediator. The mediation effects were examined using the 

Sobel Test.  
 

TABLE III: SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS OF HYPOTHESIS TESTING 

 Hypothesis β p-value Supported 

H1 

H2 

H3 

H4 

H5 

H6 

H7 

H8 

PU <-- EM  

PU <-- IM 

PEU <-- EM 

PEU <-- IM 

PU <-- PEU 

ATU <-- PEU 

ATU <-- PU 

SAT <-- ATU 

-.01 

-.00 

-.34 

 .34 

 .72 

 .09 

 .76 

 .32 

.87 

.96 

*** 

 ** 

*** 

.06 

*** 

*** 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Note: * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001 

 

The results of the Sobel Test suggest that the associations 

between extrinsic motivation and PU, and between intrinsic 

motivation and PU, were significantly mediated by PEU (Z = 

-3.43 and 2.83, respectively, p = .00). The mediation effect of 

PU between PEU and ATU was also significant (Z = 8.38, p 

= .00). In summary, the results of the Sobel Test indicate that 

all the mediation effects were significant. 
 

TABLE IV: SOBEL TEST FOR MEDIATION EFFECTS 

Path Sobel Test Statistic (Z) Standard 

 Deviation 

P value 

PU <-- PEU <-- EM -3.43 .08 .00*** 

PU <-- PEU <-- IM 2.83 .20 .00*** 

ATU <-- PU <-- PEU 8.38 .07 .00*** 

 

V. DISCUSSIONS 

In the field of EFL teaching and learning, CALL has been 

popularly adopted for its functionality; nevertheless, EFL 

learners' acceptance of CALL still calls for more empirical 

work. The descriptive statistics of this study have uncovered 

that EFL learners in Taiwan had slightly greater intrinsic 

motivation than extrinsic motivation. Such a result is in 

contrast with Liu and Chen’s 2015 study [50], which found 

that vocational high school students in Taiwan tended to be 

extrinsically motivated to engage in EFL learning. However, 

they did not specify the educational background of their 

participants. In the present study, all of the participants were 

students of a hospitality program, who might consider EFL 

learning to be inherently interesting or enjoyable.  

With the administration of SEM, the results of the present 



  

research did reveal some important information about the 

EFL learners' motivation toward English learning and their 

acceptance of CALL. Firstly, both extrinsic and intrinsic 

motivation had significant effects over PEU, which was 

partially in line with the findings of Fagan et al. [42]. In their 

study, they found that both intrinsic and extrinsic motivation 

were positively and significantly related to PEU, whereas the 

current study found that the relationship between EFL 

learners' extrinsic motivation and PEU was negative. In other 

words, the more an EFL learner is extrinsically motivated, the 

less important he/she would consider PEU. One of the 

possible explanations may be that no feasible reward had been 

given to the participants and the use of CALL might therefore 

be perceived as a waste of their time. Another reason may be 

that if they thought CALL is too easy for them to use, it may 

not be challenging to them, and thus the extrinsic motivation 

for being respected by others (i.e., their reputation, as 

proposed by Yang & Lai in 2010 [51]) would not be relevant  

On the other hand, if an individual’s level of intrinsic 

motivation is high, it implies that he/she enjoys the online 

activity very much and thus will eventually dedicate time and 

effort to understanding how to solve the problems when using 

the technology [52]. The Cognitive Evaluation Theory also 

asserts that a higher level of intrinsic motivation will 

eventually generate PU [53]. Nevertheless, the results of the 

present study did not find any significant effect that an EFL 

learner’s intrinsic and extrinsic motivation of learning English 

leads to PU of a CALL program. A possible reason might be 

that in Asian countries, EFL teaching and learning are mainly 

for examination, and whether CALL can help to achieve 

higher scores matters to learners [15], [54]; however, the 

CALL in this study was not specifically for examination 

preparation. If they perceived that the CALL program could 

not help them to get a good score, their extrinsic motivation 

would naturally have been lowered. For learners whose 

motivation was intrinsic, their motivation to learn English 

would not have been influenced by how helpful CALL can be 

to them. In other words, they will figure out an effective way 

to learn English regardless of whether it is really useful to 

them. 

Nevertheless, the effects of motivational variables toward 

PU were mediated by PEU of CALL. Such results echo what 

Caniëls et al. [53] claim: that an individual will consider any 

technology to be beneficial to him/her only when he/she feels 

competent in using it. For this reason, for the course designer 

of CALL, it is advisable to take the end-users' level of 

proficiency in both language and digital literacy into 

consideration when creating content. In terms of digital 

literacy, the ease of use should be moderately challenging but 

not very far beyond the users' ability, for the sake of learners 

whose motivation is extrinsic. Future research may be 

designed to explore this issue from the perspective of 

Self-Determination Theory. Boekaerts [27] argue that 

learners’ motivation is dynamic and thus in constant flux, 

because their psychological needs are varied according to 

changing needs and goals. Future studies are advised to adopt 

longitudinal design to explore the dynamic changes of 

motivation toward technology-enhanced hospitality 

education. 

In terms of how PEU interrelates with PU, the findings of 

the present study support previous studies by Caniëls et al. 

[53] and Fagan et al. [45], which asserted that PEU positively 

and significantly influences PU. Moreover, turning now to the 

effect of PU and PEU on attitude toward CALL, it has been 

shown that PU had a direct impact on attitude, whereas PEU 

only indirectly influenced attitude through the mediation of 

PU. Such results support previous studies that asserted that 

PEU has an indirect effect on attitude through the mediation 

of PU [3]. Nevertheless, it should be noted that ease of use 

cannot be overlooked by the practitioners of CALL. When 

considering the ease of use of CALL, its usefulness also needs 

to be prioritized.  

Successful design and implementation of e-learning 

depends greatly upon learners' satisfaction with the system 

[45], [54], [55], and the results of descriptive statistics 

reported that the mean score of participants' satisfaction 

toward CALL was the highest (6.07 out of 7). The structural 

analysis also confirmed that EFL learners' attitude toward 

CALL significantly led to their satisfaction, as previous 

studies have pointed out. Lai and Hwang [56] therefore 

recommend that appropriately designed and implemented 

computer-assisted learning will not only promote learners' 

attitude and satisfaction, but also improve their learning 

achievement.  

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATION 

The current study has highlighted the role of EFL learners’ 

motivation factors in their acceptance of CALL. The results of 

this study revealed that participants were satisfied with CALL 

in the present study. Overall, participants had a slightly higher 

intensity of intrinsic motivation than extrinsic motivation. 

While motivational variables are integrated in TAM, 

structural equation modeling was employed to explore the 

casual relationship of the variables. Both motivational 

variables (i.e., extrinsic motivation and intrinsic motivation) 

were found to be significant to the PEU of CALL, yet 

insignificant to PU. However, the effect of extrinsic 

motivation on PEU was negative. PEU was significantly and 

positively influential on PU, which was found to be 

significant to attitude. Nevertheless, PEU was not itself 

significant to attitude, which was significant to participants’ 

satisfaction. Results of SEM indicate the possible indirect 

effects in the model. The Sobel Test reported that both 

motivational variables had an indirect effect on PU through 

the mediation of PEU. By the same token, with the mediation 

of PU, PEU was also found to have an indirect effect on 

attitude. Findings elicited by the present study can be 

contributed to the academia to extend the current 

understanding on the importance of a learner’s motivation 

when computers/technologies are designed to be used in EFL 

teaching and learning. 

Results of the present research offer implications for 

practitioners. Firstly, it is advised that the contents and design 

of CALL be moderately challenging for EFL learners (see 

also [57]), and the issue of balancing challenge and ease of 

use should therefore be considered. Concerning the roles that 

motivation variables play in EFL learners’ acceptance of 

CALL, as Dörnyei and Csizér [58] have suggested, 
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motivation is only indirectly related to a language learner’s 

learning achievement: it cannot be accountable for how 

successfully a language learner is able to acquire the target 

language, with or without the help of CALL. Practitioners 

should pay close attention to EFL learners’ language learning 

strategy to better comprehend the holistic situation of the 

relationship between motivation and learning achievement 

[59]. Future studies may use language learning strategy as a 

moderator or mediator in the model to examine its role in EFL 

learners’ acceptance of CALL. Language learning strategy 

can also be considered a predecessor of motivation, because 

using language learning strategies effectively may lead to 

stronger motivation in language learning [60].  

Finally, the present research raises some suggestions for 

future research because of the limits of this study. Firstly, this 

work was conducted at the Taiwanese secondary education 

level, and the application of this model in various settings may 

identify currently missing points and further improve the 

generalizability of this model. Additionally, designing a 

longitudinal study to examine the dynamic attribute of 

motivation would provide a complementary perspective to the 

present study. Last but not least, taking other variables such as 

the EFL learner’s level of proficiency in English [7] and age 

and maturity of participants [15] into account in the model 

would be a productive direction for future research, since it is 

a decisive factor in learners’ motivation in EFL learning. 
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